Quest Elite 2000

2-Flavor Post-Mix Dispenser

QUEST ELITE 2000

Selling Guide

Leverage the growth of
premium beverages and
increase profitability.
Invite your customers to a refreshingly cold premium beverage — blended
perfectly by Quest Elite’s patented mixing system. Each drink is a precise
combination of concentrate and water, delivering great tasting, premium
quality drinks every time. Quest Elite’s vivid LED-backlit graphics showcase
a variety of beverages while highlighting your establishment’s brand.
n A patented mixing system combines concentrate and water for perfectly blended drinks
n Accommodates frozen, ambient, bag-in-box, or aseptic concentrate with ratios
between 3:1 to 8:1
n Small footprint conserves counter space
n Easy to load, front-access refrigerated cabinet
n The option of a single-panel or multi-panel backlit merchandiser graphics

Quest Elite 2000

2-Flavor Post-Mix Dispenser
Selling Guide

When it comes to post-mix beverages, concentrate delivers bottled mixers’ full
flavor at a fraction of the price. . Concentrate and water cost less than ready-todrink beverages and increase profit margins up to 5x more than RTD. Leverage the
growth of premium beverages with the profitable Quest Elite dispenser.

Wide Product
Range & Ratio
Capability

Serve cold
drinks during
peak periods

Quest Elite accommodates
a variety of post-mix
products including juices
and lemonades with pulp,
teas, and cold coffees
within a 3:1 to 8:1 ratio.

A large refrigerated cabinet
ensures that you can
safely and reliably serve
the largest crowds during
peak periods. Quest will
*continuously serve 100
refreshingly cold 5oz
drinks at ≤ 41°F.
*Based on 4 drinks per minute.

Patented
Mixing System

LED
Illuminated
Graphics

Our patented mixing
system perfectly blends
concentrate and water,
providing consistent
quality drinks without
stratification, slugging, or
dripping.

Eye-catching graphics
enhance selling power
with a choice of singlepanel or multi-panel
merchandiser — attract
attention and promote a
variety of drink selections.

FrostFree Chill
Compartment

Dispensing
Options

Quest Elite’s insulated
cabinet capacity holds
(2) 3.5L of frozen, chilled,
ambient, or aseptic
concentrate containers or
BIB solutions.

Available with three
dispense options: Portioncontrol that pours
pre-programmed drink
sizes, self-serve push-todispense, or touchless
dispense, which lets
customers pour their
desired beverage quantity.

To learn more about Cornelius Quest Elite, visit cornelius.com
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